RULES FOR INBOUND AND OUTBOUND TRAVEL

For information and the links to the regulatory measures visit: www.esteri.it

Unless suffering symptoms of Covid-19, as of the 1st of May, anyone entering Italy must present:

- the Covid-19 Vaccine Passport (certifying a complete anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccination schedule, or the recovery from Covid-19, or a negative molecular or antigen test) or any other equivalent vaccination certificate recognized. Only in case of failure to present one of the above certifications, shall the traveller be submitted to a 5-day health surveillance and self-isolation period and take a mandatory swab test (molecular or antigen) at the end of this period.

Travel from/to the Republic of San Marino and the State of the Vatican City is not subjected to any restrictions or to the certification mandate.

ENTRY OF MINORS

For the purpose of entering Italy’s national territory, children under six years of age are exempted from taking a molecular or antigen test.

EXCEPTIONS

As long as no COVID-19 symptoms appear, the obligation to present the Covid-19 Vaccine Passport does not apply to:

a) the crews of the means of transport;

b) the on-board staff;

c) cross-border workers either inbound or outbound from the national territory for proven reasons of work and for their consequent return to their residence, domicile or dwelling;

d) students attending a course of studies in a State other than their country of residence, domicile or dwelling to which they return every day or at least once a week;

e) anyone travelling across the Italian territory on a private vehicle for no longer than 36 hours, under the obligation to immediately leave the national territory at the expiry of this deadline or otherwise begin a five-day self-isolation period and take a swab test (molecular or antigen) at the end of this period;

f) anyone returning to the national territory following a permanence of not more than 48 hours in a foreign region at a distance of not more than 60 km from their residence, domicile or dwelling, as long as they travel on a private vehicle;

g) in case of a permanence of not more than 48 hours in a national location at not more than 60 km from their residence, domicile or dwelling, as long as the means of transport is a private vehicle.